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Bia needs sweeping changes to manage the Osage Nation's energy resources. Bia needs sweeping changes to manage the Osage Nation's energy resources. Create date Thursday, October 23, 2014. Implementing the recommendations will assist Bia's Osage Agency to manage the Osage Nation's mineral resources more effectively. Bia needs sweeping changes to manage the Osage Nation's energy resources. Bia needs sweeping changes to manage the Osage Nation's energy resources submitted to the Interior OIG. Date issued Monday, October 20, 2014. Agency reviewed Investigated Department of the Interior submitting OIG specific report number CR EV BIA 0002 2013. Bia needs sweeping changes to manage the Osage Nation's energy resources. U.S. Department of the Interior on Amazon.com with free shipping. Qualifying offers. Osage. Osage people. They also understand the role of the federal trustee and how the federal government needs to do much better. Osage Minerals Council Docs House Gov. 1 U.S. Government Accountability Office Indian Energy Development Poor Management. Bia has hindered energy development on Indian lands. GAO 15 502 June 2015. Office of the Inspector General Bia needs sweeping changes to manage the Osage Nation's energy resources. CR EV BIA 0002 2013 Oct 2014. Osage Agency Indian Affairs. The Bureau of Indian Affairs Bia has determined that it is appropriate to review the regulations in 25 C.F.R. Part 226. Leasing of Osage Reservation lands for oil and gas mining. This review will consider whether and to what extent certain provisions in the regulations should be revised in order to strengthen Bia's management and. Osage Oil and Gas Environmental Impact Indian Affairs. Osage Oil and Gas Environmental Impact Statement. This planning process complies with the needs and obligations set forth by the National Environmental Policy Act and Bureau of Indian Affairs management policies. The BIA will work collaboratively with interested parties to identify management decisions that are best suited to local regional and national needs and concerns. Facing New Regulations Osage Oil Producers to File Suit. County Oilmen say regulations are putting them out of business the Osage Producers Association is finally pulling the trigger after the BIA posted 65 pages of new regulations that will take effect July 10 when oil companies say they will have to make huge investments to bring existing wells up to code or face crippling fines. Bia revamps gas development regs for Osage Nation land. Bia revamps gas development regs for Osage Nation land. The BIA clarified in the rule that while it will consult with the Osage Minerals Council on mineral estate issues it retains the authority to take corrective actions against lessees such as lease terminations for violations of BIA regulations. Draft Environmental Impact Statement for Management of. BIA needs sweeping changes to manage the Osage Nation's energy resources. Create Date Thursday, October 16, 2014. Implementing the recommendations will assist BIA's Osage Agency to manage the Osage Nation's mineral estate. 11, estate 12, as many of you probably know in May 2015 BIA 13 published what is called the Osage Final Rule that was the 14 product of the negotiated rulemaking that went on during 2012 and 2013 with BIA the Nation and Minerals Council. Due to subsequent litigation that rule, Oklahoma Ag to BIA State Should Take Over Oil and Gas. The Attorney General of Oklahoma Scott Pruitt is not satisfied with the Bureau of Indian Affairs in a letter sent to the BIA on Oct 28 Pruitt said he wants the state to take over the monitoring of the oil and gas regulations in the Osage including water use with oversight from the Osage Minerals Council and the BIA. Osage Nation Congress Votes No Confidence in BIA. On day 13 of the Hun Kah session the fifth Osage Nation Congress passed three pieces of legislation which includes two Osage law amendments and a resolution expressing no confidence in Bureau of Indian Affairs Superintendent Robin Phillips during the April 10 session the resolution regarding. DOE Confirms Osage to Indian Country Energy and. Jill Jones has years of experience in the energy business. She is another of our Osage people who has joined us in our effort to increase the value of our resources for all the Osage people. She also understands the role of the federal trustee and how the federal government needs to do much better here at the Osage said Chief Standing Bear. Status of Mineral Resource Information for the Osage. Status of mineral resource information for the Osage Indian Reservation. Oklahoma C.H. Thorman and M.H. Hibpshman for examination in the BIA office in Pawhuska. These maps are kept current with all drilled wells posted on a regular basis the Tulsa Geological Society published a Symposium on the Arbuckle. A White Paper Report on. A White Paper Report on the effectiveness of oil and gas regulatory oversight on oil and gas operations of the Osage Nation Osage County ok 1 475 000 acres Osage County 3.
immediately lawsuit claims osage wind project is breaking the law news on 6 weather alert click to see
management has hindered tribal energy development - the US Bureau of Indian Affairs does not have data it needs to verify ownership of some Indian oil and gas resources easily identify resources available for lease or identify where leases are in, tribe loses fight against Osage county wind farm - the Osage tribe apparently isn't giving up in its fight against wind farms in Osage county even after losing a court case this week in Pawhuska it was there a judge denied the Osage nation challenge to the rules created by Osage county that will allow further development of wind farms, BIA tribe seeks to stall approval of hydro power project - the BIA and the Yavapai Apache Nation echoed concerns raised by the US Department of Interior's Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance last week that longview Energy Exchange LLC's, BIA proposed rules could expand energy development on - the Bureau of Indian Affairs BIA yesterday proposed new regulations that would greatly facilitate renewable energy development on tribal lands for years tribes and developers have objected to BIA's leasing regulations complaining that the regulations stymied much needed economic development in Indian country, Beyond the Dakota Access Pipeline Working Effectively - wherever and whenever it happens managing the next standing rock controversy better yet mitigating or avoiding it should be on every energy developer's agenda supporting tribal consultation is an effective way for the energy industry to manage business risk in post DAPL America, Oregon becomes first state in nation to sign bill that - Oregon becomes first state in nation to sign bill that phases out coal ramps up renewables Desmogblog Oregon Gov Kate Brown signed into law one of the most ambitious and sweeping pieces of energy legislation in the country's history, US Department of Energy American Indian Alaska Native - US Department of Energy American Indian Alaska Native Tribal Government Policy receive services from the United States Bureau of Indian Affairs as printed in the Federal Register Energy Resources Environments and the health and welfare of the citizens of Indian nations the DOE will, the Tera Working Group S DOI Gov - Maximize return in Indian energy development comments on working group presentations taxation on trust lands is an impediment to energy development this working group needs to articulate the need for change in ways that are achievable there are concerns that gas flaring can result in lost money and other impacts to the environment, State Energy and Environment Program Energy Resources - increasing energy system reliability the state energy and environment program offers free tools and technical expertise about energy strategies including energy efficiency renewable energy and other emerging technologies to help interested state governments understand and maximize these benefits learn more about the benefits of energy, BIA 600k grants will boost tribal preparedness and - Washington the Department of the Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs announced today that it has awarded more than 600,000 in grants to 18 tribes or tribal consortiums to support them in addressing the challenges of climate change as part of the President's Climate Action Plan to reduce carbon pollution move the economy toward clean energy sources and prepare communities for the, Coalition for Indian Housing and Development S1 Docsbay - Indian housing advocates have long recognized the need for sweeping change in the area of Indian housing management and modernization of housing for Native Americans one difference is the pervasive existence of land held in trust by the Bureau of Indian Affairs an arrangement that has frustrated the development of private housing, Osage Nation mining rights wind turbines stop these things - Riding roughshod over the rights of Indigenous Peoples and desecrating their sacred land is all in a day's work for the wind industry at places like the bald hills in Gippsland Victoria and at Cape Bridgewater in Western Victoria. Wind turbine construction resulted in the desecration of sacred Aboriginal burial grounds Bad Blood Fatal, Cherokee Platform Oil Gas Indian Agreement Territory - Cherokee platform oil gas Indian agreement is a 640-acre authorized oil and gas lease in Osage Oklahoma owned by Territory Resources LLC and BLM Tulsa Field Office it is a oil gas Indian communitization agreement, Technical Assistance Overview Tribal EECBG Program - EERE energy Gov Technical Assistance Program tap goal to provide tribal EECBG recipients with the resources needed to swiftly implement successful and sustainable energy efficiency and conservation programs, DOE Funds Clean Energy Projects on Native American Tribal - DOE Funds Clean Energy Projects on Native American Tribal lands by Andrew Resilience to Climate Change and their energy clean energy resources will help cut energy waste and fight the, State and Local Energy Publications Energy Resources For - State and local energy publications state and local guide to US EPA program resources this guide is designed to help state and local governments connect with EPA programs that can help them meet regulatory requirements and expand or develop their own clean energy and climate initiatives
